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i.   Un 9mnv** m   ^ 
The Mo. 4 »ickle line now being bull* by Hs»o «right** f*r »6 
Bbbw Kilo Work» is described. 

2.  |Qf P»»i«n Aspcots 

A discussion of the main factors influencing design of a «Odern 
high-speed pickling line ie presented. 

2.1 Coil Siss/OutPUta t 11M relationship between line ap*«* 
acceleration, time required for-welding, end coil length in 
considered.  The «ein factor which determine« output and 
line «peeds ie the length of coila : large ooils are neoennnry 
for high outputs. 

2.2 Control of Strip Speed and Tension : A certain «inimun tension 
isrequirod for good traokingJ  Effects such as visoous drag, 
drag owing to bending of strip around roils, and friction in 
undriven rolls cause an increase in atrip tension. 
Acceleration forces can give rise 1o extrenely high tension« 
and great care is needed in selecting acceleration rate«. 

2.Ì  Strip Steering : Steering rolls are placed in oritioal positions 
in the line, such as at the ends of the long horisontal •m 
in the storage loops.  A novel type of steering roll is employe*. 

2,4  Riipport structure and Tanks : The Bbbw Vale pickle line ie pro- 
bably unique because it spans a valley between the hot and cold 
»ills.  The line and its support struoture are oar ri ed on • 
bridge.  The interaction of the pickle lin« structure and the 
bridge structure is dee cri bed, together with the method for 
deal in« with themal expansion. 
Structure columns are positioned abov« bridge column and the 
tanks are designed to be self- upporting between these column. 

g *  Process Section î Choice of acid strengths and temperature«, 
tho use of an entry hot-water tank for preheating, and the 
method of fune extraction are explained. 
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1,     Line Pe «cription 

TUL is a continuous p^kU Ime u*inC hydrochloric acid and i. designed to 

operate at procesa «preci» cf up to 305 metre »/min (1000 ft/min).    The 

r-ntry section is motored for rpeeds up to 762 metres/mln (2500 ít/min) 

and the exit sitien up to 3r>6 metre i/min (1300 <t/min). 

The etrip varie« in wi-lthirori 610 mm (24") to 1320 mm (52") and in 

thickness from I. 2 mm (. 048") to 3, 7 mm (.145"), although the «hear, and 

edga trimmers are deigned to handle strip up to 4. 75 mm (.187"). 

The line layout is shown in Fig. 1. 

Coll Loading 

Colle are brought to the line wi»h boms horizontal,  on walking beam 

conveyors, each of tàe two p*y-off re*!* belnß served by a separate 

conveyor.    The coil« are transferred from ihe ^aveyors to the reels by 

hydraulically operated coil carriage fitted with 'U' shaped cradle, which 

*r« deigned to accept the m>vnp conveyor beam in it. extended position 

The two ree'e are at ¿ifi-itnt IOVCIM,  ard the wrticai disposition of th* 

,eeie and carriages has been so arranged that for No. I Fay-Off Reel *e 

carriage cradle is in the maximum lowered pcoition when taking tho coil 

from the conveyor, and then raise* it the level oí the reel druma.   For 

No. 2 Pay-Off Reel the carriage eradlo i» in its maximum raised position, 

und the coil is hence lowered to bring it in line with the reel drum.    This 

use of the ultimate top and bottom cradle positions    obviates the necessity, 

for the operator to set accurately the cradie oociti« i fur coil loading. 



i    t. 
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Strip Feeding 

£.ch Pay-OÍÍ Reel i. ío.low,4 by an Uncoiler Leveller or FLttener equipped 

with two pair» o' pinch roll« and íive levelling roli.. 

Coil opening and strip feeding i. a.u.ted by the u.e of a coli opening knife 

-ituated under each flattoner and an «»driven .nubber or retraining roll 

acting on the top of the coil, working in conjunction with the «ncoil.r drive. 

A .eparate backed-up breaker roll can be brought into u.e when the .trip 

ha. been fed through the- flatterer to asai>t in .mooth unending of the .trip 

and to minimise the effect of '„oil break." on «trip prone to thi. defect. 

A secondary effect of the breaker roll i. in .cale cracking, and each 

flattener i. provided with water »prays M either aide of the .trip between 

the «rat and .econd pair of pinch rolla to prevent . du.t problem.   In order 

to keep the distance between the two palline, to a minimum, a double 

•shear i. included comprising one up-cut and one down-cut .hear.   AU 

Made* are inéchangeable and. are mounted in cartridge, which can be 

removed, replaced, und locke- in position from the .id. of the Une.   Both 

fthtr. are provided with ent,y and exit púch roll.;   one roll i» each .et 

i. driven at threading .p^j hy a D. C. motor,  and the .hearing cycle is 

operated by manual control on a at-rt/.top cycle.    The table immediately 

following each shea- i. arranged for upward pivoting, allowing cut .hect. 

up to 6 ft. long to feed onto roller tablea running at right-angle, to the line, 

und di.charging sheets into a .kip. 
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Pr o vi sion is made at the double shear lor the removal by hand of amali 

placea of strip from the leading edge of the atrip to check for lamination». 

Welding 

A squaring (»bear   ie located at the junction ui the upper and lower pats). 

linea.    Thin shear, provided with centring side guides fore and aft,accurately 

trims and "squarea" the lead and tail ends oí the strip prior to welding. 

Scrap pieces fall down either aide of the ah^ar into a skip mounted on a 

hydraulically operated trolley 

The welder isa Taylor-W'nfieid flash butt type, built by A I Welders Ltd 

of Inverness, with weld scarier,   atrip note net, and entry and exit looping 

rolls.    A pinch roil unit and humping roll are provided after the welder 

to assist in positioning the tail end of the strip in the welder. 

Carry-Over Tables 

The gaps between machines an: spanned by tables comprising a series of 

polyurethanrr-covered undriven rolls.    To obviate marking of the atrip 

caused by the strip intermittently contacting closely pitched rolls, the 

rolls are widely spaced, thus ensuring that all rolls are contacted, and 

the spaces octween are fitted with machined emt-iren plates set below 

the pass-line. 

Loop Storage 

The strip travels from the <»ntry section via a 3-roll bridle to the entry 

storage loop which holds sufficient atrip fo/ approximately a two minutes 

stop of the entry section with the procesa section operating at full speed. 



! 
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Steering rolls are provided goinj- into,  betwecn,and leaving the loop.    The 

top strands oí strip in the loop are supported on roll» mounted on swinging 

arms provided with a recently developed retiactiun mechanism giving a 

harmonic motion of the arm, the main purpose of which is to eliminate the 

shock loading previously associated with this type of car-actuated support 

roll (Fig. 2). 

Process Section 

From the entry loop,  the strip travel» via a bridle followed by a tensiometer 

roll to the pickle section comprising a hot water pre-heat tank, four acid 

pickling tanks, primary and secondary spray rinse tanks, and a hot water 

dip tank. 

This process section ha« been designed to operate on conditions specified 

by the BSC as given in Fig. 3. 

The tanks are mild steel,   rubber-lined,,'nd bricked;   covers are mild Steel» 

rubber-lined lift-off typ.-,  the covers on the prc-hoat and acid tanks being 

provided with side members d.ppiiiR .nti; water seal troughs along the tank 

edges,   to prevent recape of íun.<*. 

Regenerated or freah at id >» led into No. 4 or No. 5 Tank and flows in 

contra-direction »o the strip over the granite skid caps and taken out at 

No. 2 Tank.    Operation heating it by one Opic heat exchanger on each acid 

tank,   with direct cîcam injector* Cor hot water heating, and for initial and 

standby   üeating of th<   acid Links. 
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Dragout between the and and wa»h .sections is controlled by mean, oí 2 sets 

of wipers positioned above the final granite skid,   followed by double wringer 

rolls.     The wiper blade, are mounted in a cruciform holder,   allowing indexing 

to the next blade when one is worn.    All sets of double wringer roll., after 

the pre-hcat and acid tank« and after the hot water rinse, are mounted on 

pivoting Arms     In the absence of any powered steering motion this H W 

patented design allows the roll asscmblv to align »«self with the strip;   this 

• polle, on the final «et of wringer  rolls.    On the  rolls immediately following 

the preheat and arid tank,, a hydraulic cylinder controlled by a photo-electric 

sensor is included thus giving a positive steering action to the strip in these 

positions.     The water rinse section includes primary and secondary cold 

spray sections      The final sprays in the secondary rinse feed at a controlled 

rate direct from the mains to ensure that clean water is put onto the strip 

at this point.    Water is subsequently circulated via primary and secondary 

recirculating tanks to the preceding sp-aya, and thence to Acid Regeneration 

and NeutrahHing Plants as r- quired. 

The Fume Extraction Syatem includes two fana and scrubbers.    During normal 

operation with all tank covra in place,  one fan will be in operation, but with 

both fan H working it will be possible to open four tank covers (equal to half 

a tank length) at any point in the pickling section,  the additional fan capacity 

being capable ol  extracting fu.net; trom the uncovered sections.     The main fume 

duct   runn:re alone, the tank is made   .1 constant diameter to enable adequate 

extra« lioi, to be  »-fleeted ''ven wln-u tankb .in* opened at points furthest away 

I rot., the  .<.• i' t->" .  -olí 
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Auxiliary external extraction is provided where the strip enter» the pre-heat 

tank and loaves the hot water dip tank. 

The «trip dryer, instead of being the usual hot air type, is an air-knife dryer 

in which high-velocity ambient-temperature air blasts water from the surface 

of the strip into a collecting trough.    The heat remaining in the strip 

evaporates any remaining moisture. 

The strip then travela via a two-roll steering unit and bridle to the exit 

storage loop which is of similar form to the entry loop but with only one 

car and a storage capacity of one minute, which is sufficient to allow change. 

over from one tension reel to the other. 

Edge Trimming 

The strip is pulled from the exit storage loop by a four-roll bridle and fed 

into a free-hanging loop which it leaves via a roll quadrant provided with side 

guides.   A strip edge notcher is situated before the edge trimmers to enable 

the strip width to be locally cut back,thus enabling the trimmer blades to be 

set to the required trimmed width. 

Two tandem edge trimmers and scrap cutters are provided, each trimmer being 

provided with sufficient head opening to allow blade changing to be carried 

out whilst the line is running.   As it is felt that pulUthrough trimming will be 

possible on this line,  No. 1 Trimmer is not in the initial stage provided with 

a drive, but provision is made to enable a drive to be fitted if required. 

No. 2 Trimmer is a fully driven unit. 

In addition to the usual centre and edge hold-down units mounted between the 

trimmer heads, a five-roll undriven leveller type unit is situated before each 

trimmer to stabilise the strip for trimming. 



Scrap ribbons are chopped by «crap cutters oí the double rotor type, each unit 

comprising two adjustable heads with a pair oí four-fcladed rotor».    Scrap 

pieces arc delivered by chutes onto a stiel .lat conveyor in the basement 

and thence to an inclined belt-and-slat conveyor which carries the .crap up 

to above ground level and into skips «et down in two alternative positions. 

Oiling and Recoiling 

A four-roll bridle follow» the trimming .ection, thia unit providing both 

initial tension to pull the atrip through the trimmer«, and then back-drag 

for recoiling. 

A «ingle «peut »hear parta the strip, and if required,  removes the weld, 

scrap pieces falling into a skip mounted as a hydraulically operated trolley. 

Oil is applied to both aide* of tho strip by a two-roll oiling machine in which 

oil is applied in pre-determmed quantities by an Alemiie 'Koter King' system 

to flannel roils and from there to a pair of chrome-plated steel rolls which 

apply the oil to the strip.    Two separate oil supply systems,  for sheet and 

tin oil.   supply oil to interchangeable oil ng heads, thus avoiding contamination 

of the two typen of oil. 

Strip is recoiled on two trnsion reels,each provided with both drum gripper 

slots for gripping the leading end of the strip, and pendulum-4ype belt wrappers. 

The reels are mounted un «lides and are provided with automatic edge control 

to fimur'' fltraight-au'ifd coils. 

Coil Unloti'Jittj; 

Coil Carnage H oí HÜrúl« r form to those at the entry t . d,   except that the cradles 

aro provare with idle spin roll«,  transfer coils fron, the  rrels to walking- 

hi't'.m < .mvcyarb. 
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íon 

¿. Some Penigli Att|«ccu 

2. 1      Coil Size/Output» 

The Kbbw Vale Pickle Line m deigned tt, run at pickle •peed» up to 

(iOb metres/ruin) 1000 it/min.    Ho%vcver,  for the iirst two year« of operatic 

it may have V, handln an appreciable numbci of light coils of »hort lengths. 

These small coils exert a considerable influence on the line operating speed 

ind production rate   vjll be reduced.    U i.. interesting to examine the effect oi 

these amali coils during ini.iat operation of the line. 

The enti y -.cct;on is stopped during welding and the entry loop U a buffer 

store of strip to enable the pickle section to continue running.    After 

welding,  the entry section is run at over spaed in order to refill the loop. 

The problem of running nhort coils at maximum line «peed is that they run 

out before the entry loor ii refilled,  ami co eventualis- the entry loop is 

depicted to such an extent that the whole line has tu be stopped for welding, 

and this is undesirable as it *ead« to uneven pickling.    It is therefore better 

tu reduce pickling speed to the point at which constant speed can be maintained 

within the pickling section. 

Fig.   4 shows the «peed cycle .or the entry section.    The entry section is 

••»topped for a period of 102 M es.  then accelerates to an overspeed V    ; V  + 458 
e p 

in order to refill the entry loop, and then SIOWH down to the pickle section 

bpeed Vp.    The relationship between coil length hnJ entry/pickle section 

speeds for maintaining constant speed *j. the pickle «. ctiun u ae followb. 
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Pickliug speeds for coil» of various lengths as given m Fig. 5. 

Initially the pickle ime will have ro use some incoming coils of 5. 7t and 12t 

weight.whirh for average thickness 2 mm and width 864 mm give« strip 

lengths of 409 and 913 mpm respectively.    Fig. 5 show« that a pickle speed 

oí only 162 mpm can be maintained for the 5. 7t coils and 293 mpm for the 

12t coils.    The line output is therefore drastically reduced for small coils. 

In fact, the line will only run at 305 mpm (1000 fpm) for coils whose lengths 

exceed 980 mrtrta (approximately 12. 8t). 

Extra delayj in the entry section can have considerable effect on output 

when handling short coils.    Fig. 5 show* two curves,  one for a total stop 

time of 102 seconds which is the design feature for the line and another 

curve for a stop time Tw = 117 sees corresponding to a delay of 15 sees 

per coil.    The extra 15 sees delay in coil handling would reduce output 

from the line by about 10%. 

The other significant factors effecting output are the acceleration rate and 

the maximum entry overspecd.    Acceleration times could be reduced but 

would greatly increase the cost of electrical and mechanical drives quite 

disproportionately,«, g.  halving the acceleration times would increase 

output by less than 5% but some of the main-drive powers could be doubled. 

An increase in ovcrspced would also have little effect on output and could 

not be justified against the extra cost and wear and tear of equipment at 

higher speeds. 

Thy message is quite clear - high outputs from pickle Knot require large 

'-oils. 
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(Thc exit storage loop can be studied using the same expression* given 

above, but the stop time for coil changing should he taken to about 30 sees. 

It will be found that the exit end is not critical and will not reduce the pickling 

speeds if coils taken from the line are more than I0tfand it is likely that much 

bigger coils will be built-up). 

2. 2     Control of Strip Speed and Tension 

Fig. 6 shows the design tension» for the line and Table 1 lists the main 

line drives and indicates the speed and tension setters for the various sections 

of the line. 

Table 1 

Entry 
Entry Loop 
Process Section 

Exit Loop 
Exit 

Speed Setter 

No.l Bridle 

No. 3 Bridle 

No. 5 Bridle 

Tension Setters 

Pay-Off Reel 
Winch 
No. 2 Bridle/Probe/ 

(Tensiometer) 
Winch 
Tension Reel/Free Loop 

Process Section 

Section speed is controlled by the No. 3 Bridle. 

Minimum tension within the Process Section occurs in the first tank j 

drag on the strip owing to friction at sills and squeegee rolls etc. causes 

an increase in tension as the strip passes through subsequent tanks so that 

maximum tension occur« in the last tank.    The design tension at entry to 

the process section is sufficient to keep the heaviest strip clear of the 

bottom of the tanks. 
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Thc No. 2 Bridle sets the tension at the entry to the process section.   A 

capacitance probe is mounted in the bottom oí the No. I tank to detect strip 

position and the signal from the probe is used to control tension from the 

No. 2 bridle and so keep the strip within 100 - .500 mm distance from the 

probe.    This ensures that strip is just clear of the skids in the bottom of 

tank No. 3,  winch has the lowest catenary point.    Strip tension is higher in 

uubsequent tanks,so that strip clearances are larger.    It should be noted 

that the capacitance probe is in the pre-heat hot water tank where corrosive 

condition? are not so severe as in the acid tanks. 

A tensiometer is also provided to indicate strip tension and this could be 

adapted to control tension from the No. 2 bridle in case of probe failure. 

However, the operators would then have to manually adjust the No. 2 bridle 

tension setting to suit the various changes in strip cross-sectional area 

since tension must be set in proportion to strip area. 

Fig. 6 shows the drastic increase in tension within the process section, 

the set entry tension of 22200 N (5,000 lbs) at the No. 1 tank increasing to 

62300 N (14, 000 lbs) under constant Bpeed conditions and 84500 N (19, 000 lbs) 

during acceleration in the No. 5 t*nk.    The rise from 62300 N {V.t 000 lb») to 

84500 N (19,000 lbs) represent« the traction required to overcome the inertia 

of «trip and rolls in the tanks during accelerating conditions.    The 40000 N 

(9,000 lbs) rise from 22200 N (5,000 lbs) to 62300 N (14.000 lbs) is due to 

a number of factors, but chiefly Liquid Drag,   Friction Drag and Bending Drag. 
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Liquicl drag takes the form of VìSCOUH drag on the «trip as it is pulled 

through the liquid in the tanks and through squeegee rolls at high speed. 

HW carried out teats (I) to measure viatous drag some y»'ars ago in 

connection with tension control  in F.T.L« and this data ia directly applicable 

to the pickle line.    (It in int'-rehting to note that the reaction on the liquid 

from otrip drag in the tanks amounts to about 2220 N (500 lbs) and this 

horizontal force acting on tlw liquid canata a difference in surface level 

of about 16" from the entry end to the exit end). 

Friction drag needs little explanation, being merely the effective weight of 

the Btrip times co-efficient of friction ¿gainst the supporting sills. 

Co-efficient of friction waa taken a« 0. I,   this being considered a safe value. 

Strip is bent in passing over deflector rolls;   if the strip is bent beyond the 

elastic limit,   then work hat» to be done to pull the strip along.    The effects 

of bending beyond the elastic limit are w.< 11-known and a method of 

calculating the work done is described in a previous paper (2).    The combined 

effects of Liquid Drag,  F>*i( tion,and Strip lienrting and Inertias have to be 

carefully consult*red in order to astseas motor powers. 

Loops 

The loop car  »peed is entirely determined by the difference in speed of the 

entry and thr   proie s a section*. 

Mean loop tension is nil by the ioad in the winch ropes acting on the moving 

loop ca.ru. The drive motor is of <ourse fully compensated for the inertia* 

oi motor itnelf, the gearbox, winch and loop tar, »o that total pull from the 

tWM rcjx'H  remains constant. 

/I* 
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Friction and bending drag in tJ.p 1 >op* is not apprec.nbls.    However, trere 

io a large fluctuation in strip tur.sionH under act.elc rating conditions.    The 

No. I bridle char.ge» /rom a drap, tu .   pulling condition a? the lino goc3 fr 

cony taut speed lo Ihn  accelerati,^ t;iW| 

Similar remarks apply to the t xtt loop.buí in this case it l8 the No. 3 bridle 

which change, from a nulling t„ a drawing condition during acceleration. 

The minimum di-cign tension in the loops is set so «hat L,ood tracking wilJ 

he maintained. 

Exit Section 

A re-wind tension up to 67000 N (15.OC0 lb») is available at the tentici reel 

to help wind tight itraighl -sided coils.    The No. 5 bridle net» the .peed in 

this uection. 

A free loop is provided in fron* of the trimrm-rs to enable strip to be 

accurately aligned fo- entry into the trimmers by means of side guides 

on the loop exit quadrants.    Thii: lov.-tenaio.-i section at the trimmers make» 

it necessary to use large highly powered 4-roll bridle« at the No. 4 and No. 5 

bridle posiiion».    'Free" loop,, ar, in lac* very expensive. 

Acceleration condition» in the line give n*e to severe had tacer for drive 

:notor».    Line aco-le nuoi. m edb ;„ be  cho.en with care as it can have a 

drastic efi-rl on motor »!•,,.„ anrt (l,,t(1,     Motor rating« are also largely 

minted by th.- fr.-qu-ncy ,,f stopping and «tartina  the Jtne and again it is 

»*" » th¡.l «mall f-,.ii. hav^ a further effect m increasing the coat« of electees. 
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Bending drag is appreciable even for the Ebbw Vile Pickl« Line which handlci 

•trip only up to . 145" thicknest».    Bending drag is roughly proportional to 

2 
t /D where t - strip thickness and D - roll diameter.    Ita influence on motor 

powers is such that careful attention needs to be given lo the choice of bridle 

and deflector roll diameters in relation to strip thicknecj and particular 

attention is required to the conditions of bending imposed on Uie atrip at 

loop support arm rolls and at other rolls of small diameter.    Tn fact.many 

pickle line9 handle strip to \" thiek,and in suth »ases it is escential to make 

a careful analysis of bending and acceleration tensione.    It would eeem 

sensible to consider bridle and deflector roll diameters of at least 60" for 

|M lines as the extra cost of the larger rolle is probably outweighed by 

lower power losses and cheaper electrics. 

2. 3      Strip Steering 

Fig. I shows the position of the main steering rolls in the- Pickle Line. 

These rolls are positioned to keep the strip running centrally at critical 

points at the ends of the long horizontal runs at entry and exit from the 

loops and process sections.   Two kinds of Bf er rolls have beon employed. 

Nos. 1 and 4 steer rolls are the double roll type in which both rolls are 

mounted on a common frame which can pivot in a plane normal to the 

incoming and outgoing strip.    In effect the exit roll is moved laterally in 

order lo put the  atrip on to centre line.     This type of steering roll ic 

very accurate and »table in control.      !t hay no tendency to distort Ihc 

strip and spoil shape because the incoming a nú outgoing strip is sub- 

jected only to a quite insignificant twist.    1 lowest-, this  steering By stem 



does have «orne limitation as it makes no correction to the petition of the 

incoming strip.    The use of this type of uto«ring -oil wat. dictated mainly 

by the plant layout.    Strip will be p.iid off centrally from the pay-off reel 

and tension should keep the strip aligned centrally at No. 1 bridle.    The 

distance to the No. 1 steer roll is not too great and the amount oí strip 

wander should be well within the correction range of the No. 1 steering roll. 

In the case of the No. 4 steer roll if should be noted thjt the «trip is guided 

by steering «qÜeegee rolls within the pickle tanks and punt «xperience has 

shown that these rolls work well so that again vet y little correction should 

he needed at the No. * steer roll position. 

Elsewhere at the onda of the loop cars run»,  a new type of guide roll has 

been employed which is a steer roll mounted on a linkage as shown on 

Fig. 7.    This type of roll in actually a development of an earlier type of 

self-aligning squeegee roll developed and patented by IIW (3). 

This type of eteer roll doe« move laterally so that there is an immediate 

response to sideways movement of the sfip,bu. the geometry of the linkage 

is such that in moving sideways the roil is also made to move out of 

alignment and becomes tilted in relation to the Htrij*.    The operation of 

this type of roll is   . 

a) A lateral translation of the roll to put the «trip back towards 

centreline. 

b) Simultaneous tilting of the roll which lausea the atrip to 

"creep" continuously over the roll towards rentreline, 

thun enabling th« roll its» If to move toward» some equili- 

brium point near centreline,  the position of which will 

depend upon the particular shape of the strio being handled. 
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This means that the atrip in not only centred on the outgoing side but is aloo 

brought back onto centreline on the ingoing side and this is achieved with 

only the minimum amount oí movement by the steer roll itself.    The 

correction range of this type of roll is far greater than that of the double 

roll type previously described.    Loop car travel is of the order of 500 ft 

(153 m) so that badly shaped atrip if left to it« natural course could wander 

a distance measured in fret rather than inches and under these circumstances 

the greater correcting capacity of the link roll seems essential. 

The positiqn of the fixing point for the links can be adjusted so that the 

instantaneous centre  or pivot point can be made near to or far away from 

the roll;   this enables the sensitivity of the roll to be changed and biased 

towards the "lateral translation*'or "tilting mode" of correction.    Final 

position of the links will be determined during commissioning. 

Provision is made to obtain some steering effect with the loop support 

arms.    These arms are mounted in pairs on opposite sides of the line 

at 12m pitch along the loop car runs.    Adjustment of the length of a link 

in the actuating mechanism for the support arms enables them to be set 

at a slight angle to the line so that the arms make a herringbone pattern. 

This has a slight centring effect on the strip. 
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Steering squeegee rolls are provided within the Process Section.    Such rolls 

have been used quite widely and they work well.    The squeegee roll at exit 

from the Rinse Section is not power actuated;   it is mounted on links and 

is self-aligning to the strip.    Power actuators can be added later if found 

necessary.    Conventional fixed squeegee rolls can cause bad tracking of 

strip and the self-aligning rolls are preferred. 

2. 4     Support Structure and Tanks 

Much of the DSC bridge structure is exposed to the weather.   The main 

beams are pinned to columns at one end and have a roller slide joint at the 

adjacent column which permits temperature expansion to take place.    The 

main tank support columns of the HW structure are positioned over the 

bridge columns to isolate them from the expansion movement of the bridge 

and to transfer most of the dead load directly to the bridge columns. 

Intermediate columns are provided to help carry the loop car support beam« 

but these columns do not share in carrying tank dead loads. 

Pickle tanks are delivered to site in sections about 7 metres long and the 

tank is finally welded at site  to form a continuous tank 170 metres long. 

Site welds arc rubber covered after all welding has been completed. 

The tanks are about 3 metres deep and,because they are very stiff 

compared to the support beams of the structure, they inevitably carry 

most of the dead weight arising from bricks, liquid, tanks, and other 

equipment mounted on the tanks.    The tanks are therefore designed to be 

entirely self-supporting,  transferring their iull weight to the main columns 

without help from the support beams beneath the tanks.    The upper beams 

spanning the main columns arc designed for the loads arising during erection 
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when section oí the tank8 will be carried on them before they are welded 

together and these upper Learn« aro also designed to be able to support the 

full weight of the tank* and bricking etc.    far the extreme <,merLency of a tank 

collapse,    but under normal operation these support beams do not help to carry 

tank dead loads.    A drip tray is mounted on the beam* to collect .pillage 

from tank« and the drip tray ,. big enough, to take all the liquid from one 

of the pickle tanks. 

Bolted joint* were dismisaed as impractical for the pickle tanks.    It is 

difficult to design «uch joints to carry shear and bending load, because 

flanges ,,ouid have to be rubber-covered,  and in   the pa.t there has been 

leakage at such joint». 

The tanks are carried on ptfe sliding bearings on top of the main columns. 

This allows thermal movement of the tanks to take place and minimises 

irichon forces applied to the support structure.    Thermal expansion 

forces from the tank« and support .trueture.together with the forces arising 

from strip tonsions.exe rt horizontal shearing force« of about 200 t 

maximum through the end bracings and these force, have to be carried 

by the bridge columns to the foundations. 

The Krupp Pickle lane built by Demag make, an intending comparison 

*nn the Ebbw Vale Line (Fig. 11).    The notable feature of this line is that the 

pu-kle tanks act as aimple beams spanning between columns.    Tanks are 20 

"••«•1res long und have to carry tiieir owr. weight.    A bellow.^ype joint is used 

K' ¡m.Tconnuct the tanks which permits end rotation and takes up long. 

""•«linai expansion.    The loop cars and other mechanical equipment »re 
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mounted on a separate support structure.    This design had to be adopted 

in order to take cart: of ground subsidence and provision is made to jack 

up the nain tank support colun.i»? v/her necessary.    The rigid type of 

support structure und tank ay »ten. adopted for Ebbw Vale was not 

practicable at Krupp. 

2. 5      Procesa Section 

HCl pickling haa superseded H2SC>4 within the last ten years.   Th« 

relative n.e rita of sulphuric and hydrochloric acid pickling have been 

discussed very fully in previous papers (4,   5,  6) but broadly there are 

three reasons why HCl pickling is now attractive, 

a)        HCl can be regenerated from ferrous chloride in the «pent pickle 

liquor to give a closed process which can be roughly represented by 

Pickle   . 
FeCl, + t. , 

2' 
Fe O + 2HC1 "*• Fed-, + H O 

Regeneration L        ' 

(Not quite correct;   the regeneration procesa producei 

^e2^3   "    8ee *ater) 

Thus th«; process does not produce a significant effluent problem - 

now a most important consideration, 

b) HCl pickling produces better strip quality.    Ferrous chloride is 

«oluble and can easily be rinsed a way, whereas the sulphate salt 

arising fror   sulphuric acid pickling is relatively insoluble and 

any  residue« on the »trip can later foni, pickle stains.     The high 

solubility ot ferrous chloride   sino n.eans there is no sludge formed 

in the pickle tanks,which in the caar  of sulphuric acid makes 

frequent cJciniuj; of the tanks necessary together with neutralising 
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oí the sludge.    HCl attack» the three oxide» oí iron and can 

remove them completely, but sulphuric acid attacks the base 

steel and does not necessarily remove rolled-in scale which 

can cause surface marking after cold rolling, 

c)     HCl pickling is faster than sulphuric and pickling, so that the 

output from a given bizc of pickling installation is higher. 

There is one disadvantage with hydrochloric acid in that the acid fumes 

readily.    This means that tankb must be very carefully sealed and adequate 

means for fume extraction have to be provided,   together with careful choice 

of solution concentrations and temperatures.    The amount of acid vapour 

formed increases with the concentration of acid and ferrous chloride 

present in the solution (6), and with operating temperatures.    Also vapour 

loss in fume extraction carries away heat and represents 40% of the 

heating requirement for the line. 

In the Acid Regeneration Plant,  acid is regenerated from the SPL by a 

process of spray roasting.    The roasting procesa is done at high temperature. 

SPL is sprayed into the upper part of an oven directly heated by burners. 

The water and HCl are evaporated and particles of KeCU formed react 

with these gases as they drop through the oven according to the equation 

2FcCU + 2H..O + -Ï-O,   ~   Ft-P, + 4I1C1 c 2 "2 Zi 

The end products are separated;   ferric oxide is taken out in the form of 

ít powder and HCl is returned to the pickle tanks,   together with a small 

amount of make-up acid (up to 10% has been reported from other lines) 

to replace small IOBSCS in the regenerating plant and in carryover from 

the acid to the rinsing sections of the pickle line. 



A j'art Jt-om imall  ¡o¡ sea,  (ho piekhng and regenerating protesse a form a 

elusoci system,^ that any water added tu the system must be removed at 

ao'iio ot.igc t'> pioM-jjt progredivo dilution of the acid.    Furthermore, 

hoatin¡; r*»íjMin r.ei.ta a ad the coat of tho acid regeneration plant depend 

mainly 0:1 th.- \olwme of .he Junior to be handled;   it follow» that the amount 

of water in the S PL i-hcuid be kopt to a minimum and acid and ferrous 

chloride cone entrat'01   *IH"M be as hi^h as is practicable.   No extra 

water should ho introduced into tl »• system /rom such things as steam 

injectora. 

11 can he seen thon that cruore of acid »strengths and temperatures must 

be a matter of compromise,    lo- rapid pickling,  acid concentrations and 

temperatures should lo as ¡n-h as is practicable, whilst the amount oí 

ferrous chloride in IS- solution he a te be limited as this tends to inhibit 

pickling.    For eiiiciont regeneration on tho other hand, ferrous chloride 

cont•«.:'.t should be a-j hi^L dS possible.    Thcr» iá also an upper limit to 

temperatures    md and ¿m«l ferrous chloride concentrations set by the 

f lining r.-sle v.lnch determinis the »izo of the fume extraction system and 

involves a biguificuit S-af loss from the system. 

Tho problem oí dilution ;s dealt with as at Nippon Kokan (5),who appear 

to have been ihe <irbt io use an entry hot-water tank for pro-heating the 

strip.    Direct bfeum hoatinij \n the mUs. effective form of heating and the 

condonale .ir)'ino in the botavate ,• tank merely overflows and is taken 

fro IM «her-- tu vat-  i   recov-ry  plant.    SPU.T^,-, are provided to prevent 

carryover «rom the uro-hoai   tanj<   u,!o the a, ,d -ection.    Acid tank« are 
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heated by pumping the acid to heat exchangers at the aide ui the line and the 

only water introduced into the acid section is that carried over from the entry 

hot water tank which is limited by tiic squeegee rolls. 

Fig. 3 show« the process section conditions for the pickle line,together with 

a graph reproduced from Ruthner (4) showing how acid concentrations and 

temperatures affect pickling rates.    The residence time in the acid tank is 

about 20 seconds at top line  speed,which corresponds to the required 

pickling time as given by the graph for acid strengths 4. 8% to 16.1% at 

temperatures 93°C to 78°C.    Also note the long pickling time required at 

low temperatures.    At 50°C,  which may be the effective mean temperature 

of the strip in the pro-heat tank,the pickling rate would only be about i/5th 

of that in subsequent tanks and this shows clearly that substitution of a hot- 

water tank for an acid tank has negligible effect on pickling capacity. 

(The pickling rate for sulphuric acid is also given and shows the increased 

rate of pickling for hydrochloric acid). 

The changeB in hydrochloric acid and ferrous chloride levels through the 

tanks correspond to the chemical changes involved in pickling in each tank 

and correspond overall to a pickling reaction with 0. 45% of the weight of 

the incoming strip as iron in iron oxide,i, e.   0. 45% iron loss.    The acid 

regeneration plant is rated to deal with 734 kgm per hour of iron as chloride 

and this represents 0. 45% iron loas from 27, 000 tons of strip per week. 
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Strip ha. to b. thoroughly rinsed when it leave, the acid action because 

acid and ferrous chloride „„ the atrip would .»use surface stains. 

Pif.8 i. a simplified digram of the rinsing arrangement, and overall 

üow. for the line.    Sm,in£ is done in two 3i«,„.    Water |. recirculated 

at rates up to 67, 5ü0 kg/hr * the Prfciary and Secondary rinse section, 

from holding tank» No.. 1 and 2.    The acid level of the secondary rinse 

water it controlled by continual addition of clean water in the exit hot- 

water tank and in* secondary rinse, and acid level of the Primary RI«.. 

is controlled by adjusting the amount of relatively clean water going to 

tank no. 1 from tank no. Z, 

Provision is made for the strip to be sprayed with rinse water imm.di.tely 

before the squeegee rolls at ,*it from acid tank no. 5.    This W-J|M away 

•orne of the acid on the strip and reduce, the a«.ount of acid carried through 

the squeegee rolls because of dilution.   (The .mall amount of water added 

to the no. 5 ac.d tank 1. needed a. make-up water and is taken into account 

in adjuring the concentration of fresh make-up acid).   Data given by 

Miltenberger (réf. 6) indicates that up to 370 kg/hr of liquid could pa.. 

through the squeegee rolls at a strip «peed of 1000 ft/mm,and the acid/      • 

chloride contained in this liquid has to be removed in the rinse section. 

Water recirculating in the Primary Rinse Actio* will be held to an acid 

concentration lese than 1%, 80 that liquid carried by the strip through 

to the secondary rin.e will he diluted to this extent.    Water recirculating 

in the secondary rin.« i. controlled to a maximum level of about 200 ppm 

acid content (with provision ior control to much Wr value« by increasing 



the flow of clean water),    Furthermore,  clean water is introduced to the 

secondary circuit by spraying it directly onto the strip BO that atrip is 

w.nhed with clean water as it leaves the rinso tank.    This is followed by a 

clean hot-water durjc and finally another clean water «pray.    Contamination 

level when strip finally emergen from the rinee section nhould be quite 

negligible.    Rinsing ii* followed immediately by drying» 

Note that the water from the Primary Rinse Circuit is also used to clean 

the fume exhaust gases so that it capture« most of the acid lost from the 

line in fume and liquid carried out by the strip.      Moat of the liquid from 

the No.l tank is then panned to the regeneration plant where the acid is 

recycled back to the Pickle Line. 

Acid Losses from the line consist of Stack Losses and Loseres in Rinse 

Water passing to the neutralising plant.    The amount of acid loss will depend 

upon such things as Scrubber Efficiency and Amount of Fume, Amount of 

Rinse Water used and Effectiveness of Squeegee Rolls with Line Speed. 

Calculations show that acid losses from the line could be as low as 30 kg/hr, 

which is of the order of 3% of the acid involved in the Pickling Reaction. 

Some losses take place in the Acid Regeneration Plant.    Overall, àn acid 

loss between 5 - 10% ir. to be uxpected, and this amount of fresh acid ha* 

to be introduced into the line in addition to regenerated acid. 

I'Cl vaporises fairly readily b<. that care ha« to be taken to prevent acid 

fumes from ricapinj; into the uurroundings.    Tests were dune during the 

iuifiaJ étage-s of design t.) determine the most effective way to eliminate 

i'umr. 
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Duying normal operation, with all tank covert in place, fume it pu lied from 

the lu.e by mean« of one fan and extractic ; from each end o  the Pickle 

Section.   Premure inside the pickle section tanki is reduced so that air is 

drawn into the tanks through any gaps between tank covers etc. and there 

is no outward movement and escape oí acid fume.   Fig. 9 shows a water 

•rai at the sides of the covers which prevents fun.e escaping there.   Each 

cover is provided with a flexible rutber flap at each end, which makes a 

lap joint between the covers to prevent fume escaping and also permits 

covers to be lifted and replaced in any sequence. 

The fume extraction system also deals with a cover-off condition, when 

a length of tank up to 42'-0" can be exposed.   Both fans are then brought 

into operation and air is extracted, local to the open tanks, through the 

nozzles shown in Fig. 9.    Tests were done during the initial stages of 

dewign to determine the best form of nozzle and the flowrate« needed to 

prevent escape of Jume.   Fig. 9 shows ho* flowrate ha o to ruach a certain 

minimum value before fume is contained.    (Another curve is shown for 

un aHevnativc design which involved blowing a curtain of air across the 

tank from one noszle and extracting the air through the nozzle at the other 

•i'le of the tank.    This arrangement showed no advantages and was not a* 

effective as the scheme adopted). 

Heat losses from the line are significant.    These are summarised in 

Fig. 10.    Total heat requirement at 1000 ft/min line speed is 4, 500 kw, 
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a*at loat in fuma extractad accounting for «bout 40% oí tale and neat 

reauired for »trip heating accounting l„r th« ramaiadar.   (Haar louas 

owing to conv.ction and radiation from th« jrfckla tank., haat carriad 

«nay by carry.ovar liquid, htat gain.d by pickling «action ate. ara 

iaiignificant. 
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